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For those of us in the business of organizational culture,
these scandals are an opportunity to ask questions and
have meaningful discussions surrounding core values. That
is, do organizational values really matter? Are employees
genuinely engaged in the values? Are core values driving
employee behavior and organizational performance?
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In the wake of the recent scandals, we commissioned
a survey to better understand how employees view and
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Clearly, this is a mixed bag of bad and good news
for companies.
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The Eagle Hill survey was an online poll conducted by Ipsos in October
2016. Respondents were 604 employed people from across the nation.
The results were weighted to reflect U.S. demographic factors,
including age, income, the four national census regions, and gender.
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On the upside, the findings present strong evidence that
awareness of values directly impacts employee behavior.
This means that the challenge for employers is to embed
core values into the DNA of their employees and their
culture so that values-based behavior becomes automatic.

employee behaviors that embody our core values. Over
time, it’s caught fire with all employees and now peers are
recognizing peers for core value behaviors, and even junior
staff are recognizing people all the way up to the CEO. It’s
become a living breathing re-enforcement of what we value
most at Eagle Hill.

Core Values: From What to How

3. Measure It.

It’s not enough, though, to hand employees a copy of the
values statement during their on-boarding, send out emails
on the values, or cheerlead about the company values at
an annual meeting. Instead, organizations need an ongoing
multifaceted dialogue with employees that moves beyond
simplistic communications about the “what” of the values
to a discussion on “how” employees deliver on the
company values.

At a macro level, the best way to understand if values are
driving your business and corresponding behaviors is to ask
employees. This is more than just a “test” that asks employs
to parrot back the core values. Instead, engage employees
on what is happening on the ground when it comes to
delivering on the core values.
How? One way to listen is to survey your employees on a
regular basis where employees can be anonymous. At Eagle
Hill, we conduct a bi-annual company survey to evaluate
how well we are delivering on our core values at each level.
We share the results broadly and loudly across the entire
company, and use the results to pinpoint areas where
we do things well and expose what needs improvement.
Importantly, we engage all employees for ideas on how to
improve, we communicate the improvement plans, and we
share progress.

Three Key Tactics to Embed Core Values
in Your Organization
But how is such values-based engagement accomplished?
Here are three simple tactics we’ve found effective at
Eagle Hill:
1. Start the values conversation BEFORE hiring.
The recruiting process is where the values dialogue should
begin. Building a values-based company means hiring the
right people—employees with personal values that align
with your corporate values—from the beginning.

Bottom Line
Core values must be the heart and soul of any organization.
And when those values are what make your employees
tick every moment they are working, the result will be a
company that consistently delivers on its mission and goals.

How? Start by identifying interview questions related to
your culture and core values. Then, ask all recruits the
same values-related questions and evaluate each candidate
against the same rubric. This is a proven approach to
effectively determine if a candidate is likely to align naturally
with your values and culture.

For more information, please contact:
www.eaglehillconsulting.com
snealon@eaglehillconsulting.com

2. Lead the way.
Values come from the top. Period. So it’s vitally important
that your company leadership establish the values, have an
ongoing dialogue with employees about values, and visibly
live the values in both words and action.
How? In today’s world, there are new ways for leaders to
engage with employees on values. For example, Eagle Hill
leverages internal social media (ISM) to seed the values
dialogue. We established our ISM to serve as an “up and
down” communication tool. It started with a commitment
from leadership to use the tool regularly to highlight
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